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B.J. (Joe) Ball was born in Crowell, Texas on November 29, 1925. As was the case
with many mathematicians born in the 1920s, his education was interrupted by the Second
World War. He took Analytic Geometry from R.L. Moore at the University of Texas in the
Spring of 1943 (Mary Ellen Rudin was also a student in that class) and Calculus II from
R.H. Bing that Fall. He began Foundations of Analysis with Moore in the Spring of 1944,
but left that class to enter the Navy, serving in the South Pacific until his discharge in 1946.
On his return to Austin he took Moore’s summer geometry course followed by Moore’s
graduate topology classes and seminars. Upon finishing his Ph.D. at Texas in 1952, he
took a position at The University of Virginia. But the bulk of his academic career was
spent at the University of Georgia, from 1959 until his retirement in 1986.
Joe Ball’s dissertation, “Continuous and equicontinuous collections of arcs”, appeared
in the Duke Mathematical Journal in 1952. He showed that if the union, G∗, of such a
collection is a planar continuum, then G∗ is either a 2-cell or an annulus, and there is an
autohomeomorphism on the plane taking each element of the collection onto a straight line
interval. In reviewing the paper for Mathematical Reviews, E.E. Moise commented that
the argument required 11 pages. Ball also noted that if G∗ is not assumed to be planar
but is still a continuum, then the union of the endpoints of the collection is compact and
has at most two components. In E3 such a collection could form a Möbius band, and
the set of endpoints would have exactly one component. His next paper, “Some theorems
concerning spirals in the plane”, appeared in the American Journal of Mathematics in 1954
and reflected the interest of many of Moore’s students of the 1950s in planar spirals.
There followed three papers on ordered spaces, no doubt a result of his interest in the
Souslin Problem. He was apparently the first to observe that point-countable open covers
of ordered spaces have locally finite open refinements, and thus such spaces are countably
paracompact. In another paper he gave three conditions each of which guarantees the
separability of connected ordered spaces, and he also gave conditions ensuring that the
product of ordered spaces be normal.
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In 1959 Ball returned to the study of continuous collections of arcs, this time in 3-space.
Also in that year he gave a partial answer to a question of Bing on the sum of two solid
horned spheres.
In 1962, in “Finite collections of 2-spheres in E3”, Ball proved a number of theorems
about enclosing closed sets in E3 in unions of 2-spheres. A common thread through this
and his earlier work is a profound and deep insight into the geometry of Euclidean spaces.
Further evidence of this insight is provided by his joint paper with W.R. Alford in which
they constructed infinitely many differently embedded almost polyhedral wild arcs in E3.
The wildness of these arcs is established by purely geometric means.
In 1969 Ball collaborated with Jo Ford (now Jo Heath) and E.S. Thomas on a paper
about extending real maps defined on a subset of a disk. Ball and Ford continued this
collaboration with two papers on spaces of ANRs. To get the flavor of this work, let X be a
finite-dimensional compactum and Y(X) the hyperspace of all ANRs contained in X with
a complete metric given by Borsuk that induces the topology of homotopy convergence.
In the following, let X be the 2-sphere. The set of polyhedra in X is dense in Y(X). The
set of polyhedra properly contained in X is of the first category in Y(X), and the set of
topological polyhedra is a dense G-delta set in Y(X). Each two homotopically equivalent
connected ANRs in X can be joined by an arc in Y(X). The hyperspace is locally compact
and locally connected, and is finite-dimensional only at the point X, which is an isolated
point in Y(X).
In “Imbedding circle-like continua in E3”, Ball and R.B. Sher showed that circularly
chainable continua could be embedded in Euclidean 3-space in a particularly nice way
(that they called “strongly locally tame”). An application of this result is that if X is a
pseudosolenoid, then the hyperspace C(X) of subcontinua of X has a particularly nice
embedding in Euclidean 4-space, and C(X) embeds in 3-space if, and only if, X embeds
in the plane. It follows from their results in “Extending cell-like maps on manifolds” that it
is not possible to add some new nondegenerate elements to Bing’s dogbone decomposition
of E3 in such a way that the resulting decomposition space is E3.
In the early 1970s Ball became interested in Borsuk’s theory of shape. In his first paper
dealing with shape theory he showed that if X and Y are shape equivalent compacta, then
evey closed saturated subset of X has the shape of some subset of Y . This generalized a
result of Borsuk, who had shown that every component of X has the shape of a component
of Y . Ball greatly admired the concrete geometric approach taken by Borsuk in his
construction of shape theory. He also became familiar with extensions of the theory, by
Borsuk and others, to spaces other than the metric compacta. All of these extensions had the
property that two spaces of the same homotopy type had the same shape. Working together,
Ball and Sher looked at proper homotopy theory rather than homotopy theory. This led
them to the construction of proper shape theory. Their approach was quite geometric and
was directly motivated by Borsuk’s original approach to shape theory using fundamental
sequences. Proper shape theory is connected with Borsuk’s original theory through the
result that if X and Y are separable locally compact metrizable spaces of the same proper
shape, then the Freudenthal compactifications (and also the one-point compactifications)
of X and Y have the same shape in the sense of Borsuk.
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In the Spring of 1975, Ball gave an invited address at a meeting of the American
Mathematical Society entitled “Geometric topology and shape theory: A survey of
problems and results”. While he was familiar with the more abstract approaches to shape
theory, he always preferred Borsuk’s original ideas. His introduction reads, in part, as
follows. “Much of the recent work (with the notable exception of that of Borsuk and his
students and colleagues in Warsaw) has concentrated on the pro-homotopy, categorical
aspect of the theory. I think this may well prove ultimately to be the most important part
of the theory—indeed it may already be so—but nevertheless there remain interesting
unsolved problems of a more geometric nature, problems which might be accessible
through the more primitive techniques of geometric or general topology.”
Ball later introduced the notion of a quasicompactification. This was motivated by work
of Y. Kodama, who had extended Ball’s earlier work on shapes of saturated compacta to
finite-dimensional locally compact metric spaces with compact components. Ball was able
to remove the condition of finite-dimensionality from Kodama’s theorem, and he showed
that some alternative proper shape theories he had earlier described agree with the original
geometric proper shape theory of Ball and Sher for spaces with compact components.
In 1982, Ball and Shoji Yokura wrote three papers on C∗(X) and its compactifications.
It is known that every compactification of a completely regular space X can be generated,
via a Tichonov-type embedding, by some suitably chosen subset of C∗(X). A subset F of
C∗(X) is said to determine the compactification αX if αX is the smallest compactification
to which every element of F extends. The relation between sets which determine αX and
those which generate αX is considered. If every element of F has an extension to αX, then
the set of all such extensions is called Fα . The subset F of αX determines αX if, and only
if, Fα separates points of αX−X, and it generates αX if, and only if, Fα separates points
of αX.
Joe Ball was an outstanding teacher, both of his students and of many of his colleagues.
He directed 8 Ph.D. dissertations and positively influenced a great many students at both
the graduate and undergraduate level. He was able to incorporate into his teaching many
of the principles of the “Moore method”, and his ease and success at this led others to try
their hand at it. His insistence on painstaking attention to detail by students is revealed by
the first paragraph of his last publication.
“It is very important that mathematics students, from the junior-senior level on, develop
the habit of critically examining all details, stated and unstated, of any argument they are
considering. Many working mathematicians (myself included) are somewhat lax in this,
at least with respect to published arguments. After all, if the author states that such-and-
such is the case, and the result seems plausible, it is probably correct, so why bother with
the grubby details? While I can more or less get away with such carelessness, students
cannot. For example, the most common textbook arguments for the arcwise connectedness
of elementary point set topology all contain the same glaring error. Any student reading
one of these “proofs” should notice that almost all the simplest possible examples of the
construction used . . . serve to refute the argument. Of course, this was overlooked by the
authors of at least six textbooks, but they are all working mathematicians and don’t have
to be as careful as students.”
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It seems strange to read “myself included” in the above quotation, since Joe Ball
scrupulously practiced this attention to detail in his own work as well as in his classes.
Once, while attending a meeting, he heard a speaker mention “almost understanding”
something. Ball had disdain for this idea. How, he asked, could you “almost” understand
something? If there was an area of doubt, you certainly had no way of knowing how large
your ignorance was. So, either you understood something . . . really understood it . . . or
you did not. He was always very careful not to claim to know something unless he really
did know it.
Joe Ball married Gayle Kissinger, who was also a student at the University of Texas,
on January 29, 1947. Their daughter Margaret was born on November 7, 1947. After his
retirement, Joe and Gayle moved back to Austin, where Margaret, her husband, and two
beloved granddaughters live. Joe Ball suffered a massive heart attack in 1974 and was in
poor health during much of the last fifteen years of his life, a fact that forced him to curtail
many of his activities. He died on the 24th of December, 1996 and is missed by his many
friends, colleagues and students.
